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Airport Economics in Latin America and the Caribbean
This report to help measure the performance of automated people mover (APM)
systems at airports. The guidebook identifies, defines, and demonstrates
application of a broad range of performance measures encompassing service
availability, safety, operations and maintenance expense, capacity utilization, user
satisfaction, and reliability.

Airport Engineering
A Decision-Makers Guide to Public Private Partnerships in
Airports
THE MOST COMPLETE, UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION
OF AIRPORTS Fully revised for the latest FAA, ICAO, and IATA standards and
regulations, Airport Operations, Third Edition, provides proven strategies and best
practices for efficiently managing airport functions. This in-depth resource offers a
broad perspective on the privatization of air transport worldwide. To reflect the
evolution of regulatory guidance, two new chapters have been added to address
safety management systems and airport operations control centers. New
information on the latest trends, including security, environmental impact control,
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and emerging technologies, is also included. Authoritative yet accessible, this
practical reference is ideal for aviation educators, students, airport personnel,
airport planners and designers, and aviation managers at all levels. Coverage
includes: * The airport as an operational system * Airport peaks and airline
scheduling * Airport noise control * Aircraft operating characteristics * Operational
readiness * Ground handling * Baggage handling * Passenger terminal operations *
Airport security * Cargo operations * Airport technical services * Airport aircraft
emergencies * Airport access * Operational administration * Airport safety
management systems * Airport operations control centers * The airport operations
manual * Sustainable development and environmental capacity of airports

The Conference Proceedings of the 2003 Air Transport
Research Society (ATRS) World Conference
* The new standard on airport systems planning,design, and management *
Provides solutions to the most pressing airport concerns: expansion, traffic,
environment, additions, etc. * Full coverage of computer-based tools and
methodology * Additional reports and updates available via authors' website

TRAIL in Perspective
Airport passenger terminals have developed to be a major new public building-type
representing transportation in the late twentieth century. The functional planning
of facilities for aircraft and people, and the architectural forms to accommodate
them, are of great interest to designers and the myriad of people who work in an
visit airports. The book is a discourse rather than a design guide. It is written for an
international readership and illustrated from the author's experience. Airport
passenger terminals have developed to be a major new public building-type
representing transportation in the late twentieth century. The functional planning
of facilities for aircraft and people, and the architectural forms to accommodate
them, are of great interest to designers and the myriad of people who work in an
visit airports. The book is a discourse rather than a design guide. It is written for an
international readership and illustrated from the author's experience.

Assessment of Technologies Deployed to Improve Aviation
Security
Impacts of New Large Aircraft on Passenger Flows at
International Airport Terminals
This report assesses the operational performance of explosives-detection
equipment and hardened unit-loading devices (HULDs) in airports and compares
their operational performance to their laboratory performance, with a focus on
improving aviation security.

International Aviation Law for Aerodrome Planning
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Passenger Level of Service and Spatial Planning for Airport
Terminals
The book addresses all major aspects to be considered for the design and
operation of aircrafts within the entire transportation chain. It provides the basic
information about the legal environment, which defines the basic requirements for
aircraft design and aircraft operation. The interactions between airport, air traffic
management and the airlines are described. The market forecast methods and the
aircraft development process are explained to understand the very complex and
risky business of an aircraft manufacturer. The principles of flight physics as basis
for aircraft design are presented and linked to the operational and legal aspects of
air transport including all environmental impacts. The book is written for graduate
students as well as for engineers and experts, who are working in aerospace
industry, at airports or in the domain of transport and logistics.

The Airline Industry
The Transparent Traveler
Traditionally, air transport infrastructure in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC)
was exclusively under government ownership and management. Starting in the
late 1990s, several Latin American countries implemented innovative publicprivate partnerships (PPP) that transferred the financing and management of air
transport sector infrastructure to the private sector. This book presents the
findings of a first-ever, comprehensive study of how LAC region airports have
evolved during this notable period of transition in airport ownership. It is an
unbiased, positive analysis of what happened, rather than a normative analysis of
what should be done to reform the airport sector or to attract private participation.
It takes the first step in response to the need for more conclusive information
about the influence of airport ownership on economic performance. The book is
centered around the study of three dimensions of performance: productive
efficiency, institutional set up for the governance of the sector, and financing of
airport PPPs. Using rigorous analytical tools, this book answer a series of key
questions to evaluate the introduction of private sector participation in the Latin
American airport sector: Are LAC airports technically efficient? How has efficiency
evolved in the last decade? Are privately-run airports more efficient than stateoperated airports? How do independent regulators compare with government
agencies in accountability, transparency, and autonomy? How has the level and
structure of aeronautical tariffs changed in recent years? The main audience of this
book are air transport practitioners, transport regulators, decisionmakers in
transport ministries, and PPP units and academics.

Acronyms, Initialisms & Abbreviations Dictionary
Dangerous Goods Regulations
First published in 1979, Airport Engineering by Ashford and Wright, has become a
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classic textbook in the education of airport engineers and transportation planners.
Over the past twenty years, construction of new airports in the US has waned as
construction abroad boomed. This new edition of Airport Engineering will respond
to this shift in the growth of airports globally, with a focus on the role of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), while still providing the best
practices and tested fundamentals that have made the book successful for over 30
years.

Transport Terminals and Modal Interchanges
THE MOST PRACTICAL, COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE PLANNING, DESIGN, AND
MANAGEMENT OF AIRPORTS--UPDATED BY LEADING PROFESSIONALS "With the
accelerated rate of change occurring throughout the aviation industry, this edition
is a timely and very effective resource for ensuring both airport professionals and
those interested in airports acquire a comprehensive understanding of the changes
taking place, and how they impact airports and the communities they serve. A
must read." -- James M. Crites, Executive Vice President of Operations, Dallas/Fort
Worth International Airport "Airport Systems has been a must read for my
management team and my graduate students because of its outstanding
comprehensiveness and clarity. Now further enhanced by an expanded treatment
of both environmental and air carrier issues, it promises to retain its place as the
foremost text in the airport planning, engineering and management field." -- Dr.
Lloyd McCoomb, retired CEO Toronto-Pearson Airport, Chair of Canadian Air
Transport Security Authority "The chapter on Dynamic Strategic Planning should be
required reading for every airport CEO and CFO. As de Neufville and Odoni
emphasise, the aviation world is constantly changing and airport master planning
must evolve to be more strategic and adaptable to ever changing conditions." -Dr. Michael Tretheway, Chief Economist, InterVISTAS Consulting Group Over the
past decade, the airport industry has evolved considerably. Airport technology has
changed. New research has taken place. The major airlines have consolidated,
changing demand for airport services. In order to reflect these and other major
shifts in the airport industry, some of the world's leading professionals have
updated the premier text on airport design – making it, now more than ever, the
field's most comprehensive resource of its kind. NEW TO THIS EDITION: Chapterending conclusions, with reference material, and exercises Coverage of the latest
aircraft technology and air traffic control Advances in the design, planning, and
management of airports Additional chapter on Aircraft Impact on Airports Updated
environmental regulations and international rules Two contributing authors from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Airport Terminals
Interavia
Airport Passenger Terminal Planning and Design: Guidebook
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Manual on Civil Aviation Jet Fuel Supply
Air Transport System
The Facilitation Manual
Airport development is critical to economic growth and poverty reduction. This
book will help decision-makers assess whether Public Private Partnerships (PPP)
might be a viable option to meet their airport development requirements. It walks
the reader through the airport PPP process, from early preparation to bringing the
project to market and managing the project during implementation. The book will
help eradicate misconceptions about the role of the private sector in airport
infrastructure. A Decision-Makers Guide to Public Private Partnerships in Airports
provides an essential guide for those in a position to make decisions linked to
airport development, to their advisers, their staff and also to students wishing to
understand airport PPP.

Handbook of Transportation Engineering Volume II, 2e
This independent manual provides airport planners and architects with an essential
planning guide and reference tool, based on the author’s extensive experience in
the field and involvement in developing best practice airline and airport industry
guidelines. Chapters cover topics such as demand forecasting, masterplan
development, terminal pier and satellite infrastructure, baggage handling, apron
design and airport security. Provides airport planners and architects with an
essential guide and reference tool, based on the author’s extensive experience
Discusses key airport planning issues including forecasting demand, planning and
strategic objectives and airport security Outlines important airport planning
principles specified by IATA for masterplan development featuring evaluation
techniques and independent development planning

Airport Systems, Second Edition
At the airport we line up, remove our shoes, empty our pockets, and hold still for
three seconds in the body scanner. Deemed safe, we put ourselves back together
and are free to buy the beverage we were prohibited from taking through security.
In The Transparent Traveler Rachel Hall explains how the familiar routines of
airport security choreograph passenger behavior to create submissive and docile
travelers. The cultural performance of contemporary security practices mobilizes
what Hall calls the "aesthetics of transparency." To appear transparent, a
passenger must perform innocence and display a willingness to open their body to
routine inspection and analysis. Those who cannot—whether because of race,
immigration and citizenship status, disability, age, or religion—are deemed
opaque, presumed to be a threat, and subject to search and detention. Analyzing
everything from airport architecture, photography, and computer-generated
imagery to full-body scanners and TSA behavior detection techniques, Hall
theorizes the transparent traveler as the embodiment of a cultural ideal of
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submission to surveillance.

Re-platforming the Airline Business
TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 25, Airport Passenger
Terminal Planning and Design comprises a guidebook, spreadsheet models, and a
user's guide in two volumes and a CD-ROM intended to provide guidance in
planning and developing airport passenger terminals and to assist users in
analyzing common issues related to airport terminal planning and design. Volume
1 of ACRP Report 25 explores the passenger terminal planning process and
provides, in a single reference document, the important criteria and requirements
needed to help address emerging trends and develop potential solutions for airport
passenger terminals. Volume 1 addresses the airside, terminal building, and
landside components of the terminal complex. Volume 2 of ACRP Report 25
consists of a CD-ROM containing 11 spreadsheet models, which include practical
learning exercises and several airport-specific sample data sets to assist users in
determining appropriate model inputs for their situations, and a user's guide to
assist the user in the correct use of each model. The models on the CD-ROM
include such aspects of terminal planning as design hour determination, gate
demand, check-in and passenger and baggage screening, which require complex
analyses to support planning decisions. The CD-ROM is also available for download
from TRB's website as an ISO image.

Handbook of Checked Baggage Screening
THE MOST COMPLETE, UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION
OF AIRPORTS Fully revised for the latest FAA, ICAO, and IATA standards and
regulations, Airport Operations, Third Edition, provides proven strategies and best
practices for efficiently managing airport functions. This in-depth resource offers a
broad perspective on the privatization of air transport worldwide. To reflect the
evolution of regulatory guidance, two new chapters have been added to address
safety management systems and airport operations control centers. New
information on the latest trends, including security, environmental impact control,
and emerging technologies, is also included. Authoritative yet accessible, this
practical reference is ideal for aviation educators, students, airport personnel,
airport planners and designers, and aviation managers at all levels. Coverage
includes: * The airport as an operational system * Airport peaks and airline
scheduling * Airport noise control * Aircraft operating characteristics * Operational
readiness * Ground handling * Baggage handling * Passenger terminal operations *
Airport security * Cargo operations * Airport technical services * Airport aircraft
emergencies * Airport access * Operational administration * Airport safety
management systems * Airport operations control centers * The airport operations
manual * Sustainable development and environmental capacity of airports

Airport Development Reference Manual
Manual on Air Traffic Forecasting
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"The Court audited 20 airports in five Member States and found that EU funding is
in many cases provided to airports in close proximity to each other: for 13 airports,
significant overlaps exist with the catchment areas of neighbouring airports. This
produced poor value for money and resulted in oversizing of the EU-funded
infrastructures and in over-capacity. The Court also observes that the EU funding
was not cost-effective and that seven of the airports examined are not profitable:
these may need to be closed unless they receive continuous public financial
support. The EU funding of airports is not well coordinated at national level and, in
particular as regards major projects and cohesion fund projects, insufficiently
supervised by the Commission which generally does not know which airports
receive funding, and how much they receive"-- Page 4 of cover.

Manual on the Implementation of ICAO Language Proficiency
Requirements
Guidebook for Measuring Performance of Automated People
Mover Systems at Airports
The Independent Airport Planning Manual
In this third edition the chapters have been enhanced to reflect changes in
technology and the way the air transport industry runs. Key topics that are newly
addressed include low cost airline operations, security issues and EASA regulations
on airports. A new chapter covering extended details about wildlife control has
been added to the volume.

Landside Accessibility of Airports
This book covers the analysis, modelling, planning, and design of airport landside
access modes and their systems. It elaborates on the issues and related problems
of airport landside accessibility in an innovative, comprehensive and systematic
way. In addition to the general concept of accessibility, the book addresses the
analysis and modelling of infrastructure-related, technological, operational,
economic, social and environmental performance of road- and rail-based transport
systems, as well as the core principles of their planning and design. The book
provides guidelines on the modelling, planning, and design of airport landside
access modes and their systems, which will contribute to the overall sustainable
development of airports. Its main features are: presents a multidimensional
examination of performance for specific airport landside access modes and their
systems; pursues a qualitative and quantitative approach to developing
performance indicators for estimating the sustainability of airport landside access
modes and their systems; includes illustrative cases of airport landside
accessibility, and numerical examples as exercises for assessing performance
using the systems’ indicators. As such, the book offers a valuable source of
information for all practitioners involved in analysing, planning and designing more
environmentally friendly airport access modes and systems, and who want to learn
how to overcome the issues and problems surrounding landside accessibility. It will
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also benefit students studying the analysis and modelling of transportation
systems, and researchers seeking to promote improved sustainability at airports.

IATA Review
Handbook of Checked Baggage Screening – Advanced Airport Security Operation is
a practical guide for project managers and designers embarking on hold-baggage
screening developments within the airport environment for the first time. The book
clearly explains away any uncertainty about the processes and procedures to be
used by the various parties involved within the industry and sets out ‘best practice’
with respect to checked baggage screening design. Valuable lessons can be
learned from actual case studies contributed by leading equipment manufacturers
on recent 100% hold baggage screening projects. In addition to the all-important
security screening of baggage and passengers the book also looks at the following
areas associated with airport security, through the use of a detailed structured
security check-list evaluation questionnaire. The questionnaire allows airports to
assess the state of readiness of their airports and then, using the other chapters,
gain an insight regarding which technology will best solve any security gaps. The
authors offer a unique perspective through their background and experience. Many
of the checked baggage screening procedures and equipment discussed in the
book have already been implemented in the UK, with the authors responsible for
leading this effort. The combined experience they can offer to the industry world
wide is invaluable.

EU-funded Airport Infrastructures
This is the first book to review a trend in transport systems which has only recently
come of age: the multi-modal interchange. Separate modes of transport are being
linked through 'joined-up thinking', and transport designers and authorities are
only now able to exploit interchange opportunities. This book presents examples of
how these new opportunities have been planned and designed, and outlines how
transfer and mobility can be improved in the future. Blow takes the airport as the
focal point of true multi-modal passenger terminals and presents the development
of these buildings as representing a new experience in travel. The book shows that
the success of the experience of transferring from one mode of transport to
another depends on the many factors, including congestion in an already
overloaded system, and the way that designers and managers have addressed
contingency planning. International examples are drawn from areas where mobility
is most concentrated and the demands on design are at their highest. The book
also addresses important issues of rebuilding and redevelopment, where once
separate modes of transport are being linked to each other, and where short-term
inconveniences rectify past wrongs in the long term. It is a compendium of
architectural and engineering achievement.

Airport Systems: Planning, Design, and Management
The definitive transportation engineering resource--fully revised and updated The
two-volume Handbook of Transportation Engineering, Second Edition offers
practical, comprehensive coverage of the entire transportation engineering field.
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Featuring 18 new chapters and contributions from nearly 70 leading experts, this
authoritative work discusses all types of transportation systems--freight,
passenger, air, rail, road, marine, and pipeline--and provides problem-solving
engineering, planning, and design tools and techniques with examples of
successful applications. Volume II focuses on applications in automobile and nonautomobile transportation, and on safety and environmental issues. VOLUME II
COVERS: Traffic engineering analysis Traffic origin-destination estimation Traffic
congestion Highway capacity Traffic control systems: freeway management and
communications Traffic signals Highway sign visibility Transportation lighting
Geometric design of streets and highways Intersection and interchange design
Pavement engineering: flexible and rigid pavements Pavement testing and
evaluation Bridge engineering Tunnel engineering Pedestrians Bicycle
transportation Spectrum of automated guideway transit (AGT) and its applications
Railway vehicle engineering Railway track design Improvement of railroad yard
operations Modern aircraft design techniques Airport design Air traffic control
systems design Ship design Pipeline engineering Traffic safety Transportation
hazards Hazardous materials transportation Incident management Network
security and survivability Optimization of emergency evacuation plans
Transportation noise issues Air quality issues in transportation Transportation and
climate change

Airport Operations, Third Edition
By far the most comprehensive book on the subject, the completely new Second
Edition of Airport Operations updates the many developments in this fast-changing
industry. The book provides a broad perspective on the effects of deregulation,
privatization, and commercialization. Thoroughly illustrated, it examines the most
current practices in airport security and terminal access, cargo relations, noise
control, scheduling issues, and more. It is equally valuable to aviation educators
and students as well as to airport personnel.

Airport Design and Operation
Airline business models continue to be shaped by powerful forces relating to
customers, complexities and regulators. However, at the same time, there are
emerging technologies that can help airlines cater to the needs of their changing
customer bases and manage the complexities of the business. In his previous
books, Nawal Taneja has deliberated on these forces and how the airline industry is
poised for disruptive change that could come from within or outside of the
industry. He also discussed the point that the airline planning systems and process
in use are neither contemporary nor sufficiently integrated to meet the changing
needs of customers who now are looking for outcomes, not products. In Replatforming the Airline Business: To Meet Travelers' Total Mobility Needs, Taneja
not only reiterates the need for transformation of the airline business but provides
a map of the transformational process. This book proposes that different sectors of
the aviation industry, particularly airlines and airports, should consider using not
just a wide array of technologies (Artificial Intelligence, biometrics, blockchain, and
the Internet of Things), but also specifically-designed customer-centric platforms to
make informed decisions and to develop and implement transformative strategies
to meet travelers’ total mobility needs. These technologies and platforms can
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enable airlines and airports to achieve scale and scope as well as agility and
flexibility (through strategic partnerships) to offer intelligently aggregated travelrelated services right now. Subsequently, they will enable various members in the
travel chain to provide solutions to travelers’ global mobility requirements,
effectively and with better experiences.

Manual on Air Navigation Services Economics
ACRP report 55 examines passenger perception of level of service related to space
allocation in specific areas within airport terminals. The report evaluates level-ofservice standards applied in the terminal planning and design process while testing
the continued validity of historic space allocation parameters that have been in use
for more than 30 years.

Transportation Research Record
Entwicklungsplanung für Flughafengesellschaften
Airport Operations
The Airline industry has been under increasing pressure recently, from the
increased competition of low-cost airlines and the terrorist events of 2001 to name
but a few. Various US airlines, including Delta and Northwest, have been declared
bankrupt, oil prices have soared, and seat prices are still being forced down, the
supply far outweighing the demand. This e-book looks at recent case studies of
airlines in crisis (Continental Airlines), and also airlines which have excelled at
expansion during this turbulent time such as Easyjet and Ryanair, and offers
examples of successful strategies previously used. The collection also features
interviews with high-profile figures from airlines such as Go!, Qatar Airways and
SWISS International Airlines.

Airport Operations 3/E
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